
GROW TH & OPPORTUNIT Y

The Phoenix metro market boasts an exceptional appetite for fresh and 
bold new restaurant concepts. Bolstered by a constant influx of transplants 

and millennials joining the workforce, Phoenix’s growth has yielded a 

vibrant and prosperous food culture.

BUSINESS & ACCESS 

Chefs and restauranteurs in the Phoenix metro enjoy a pro-business 
environment with low costs of doing business, and Arizona’s abundant 

farming and agricultural communities provide easy access to  
independent local purveyors. 

SPACE & SETTING 
Our market inventory includes a wide range of space types, from urban infill 
to adaptive reuse to ground-up development and more, and our communities 

offer a variety from young, urban cityscapes to burgeoning family-friendly 
town centers. Additionally, our famously beautiful desert climate lends itself 

to fun, innovative patio and indoor/outdoor space options.



THE PAIRING

An Unexpected Match
CBRE’s unparalleled house resources pair perfectly with independent 
restauranteurs looking to expand their geographic footprint. 

It’s in the Details 
Our passionate retail experts know how to craft strategic, integrated 
approaches to enhance your concept with the right space.

•    Single Point of Contact to distill the right CBRE resources

•    Deep understanding of consumer behavior and restaurants

•    Centralized transaction management

•    Consistent, superior service delivery

•    Rich, in-depth data on all things restaurants

•    Leveraged locations to gain insight and drive decision making

OUR TECHNICAL CHOPS

Passionate Professionals with  
Deep Local Knowledge

Location and Consumer Analytics  
for Restaurants 

Strategic Advisory Services  

Transaction Management 

•  Situation Analysis

•  Market Overview

•   Option Evaluation & Assessment

•   Evaluation & Selection
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WALK-INS & RESERVATIONS

OUR FAMILY

At CBRE, we know restaurants and retail.

1,300 Restaurant & Retail Clients

10,375 Restaurant & Retail Transactions/Year

500+ Retail Professionals

300 Million Sq. Ft. of Retail Leasing

150 Research & Analytics Professionals

Paired with the depth of CBRE’s global resources and more than 50 years of combined retail experience,  
Carol and Kerry leverage a true industry insider’s perspective to create exceptional outcomes for each client.  

Their extensive experience and deep, nationwide relationships span a full spectrum of services, including leasing,  
ground-up development, site design, architectural layout, financial analysis and merchandizing.

carol.schillne@cbre.com
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